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Hailey Longoria has quite a
story to tell. Pressed on
every side , time after time
to abort for a myriad of
reasons, she stands today with a beautiful family. This
September, Hailey will share her story of the faithfulness
of God as He stayed near to her during her running, her
descent into bad choices, and the barrage of heartache
that would face her in the years to come. Her story of
hope, help , healing and forgiveness is inspiring and will certainly remind
you of why your help has an eternal impact on lives. Celebrating here in
these photos with former HELP Client Service Director Wanda Smith,
Hailey shares her miracle twins with the HELP center and reminds us of
the miracle of life. The Twins, and Hailey herself, are the miracle in this
birth and we are excited to share her life and her testimony of the
goodness of God with you.

Inna Korotkova faced life after an abortion.
Abandoned and no longer in a relationship she felt
her child had no chance without a father. Soon after
though , the bitterness and regret from that decision
tormented her with guilt and heartache.
Furthermore Inna feared retribution from God for
the innocent life she had taken. Life turned around
for Inna as she followed after Christ, married and
became pregnant with Sophia Rose. The enemy
brought up her past and Inna feared for her unborn
Sophia. “Why would God give me a gift like this?”
she asked. What Inna found in the beautiful love of
Jesus ,which was spoken over her in the Forgiven &
Set Free Bible Study, is that God is the Lord of Mercy
and Grace. His forgiveness is perfect and when we
fall into His arms He throws our past mistakes into a
sea of forgetfulness. Inna is no longer a slave to sin
& regret; she is forgiven & set FREE! We love you
little Sophia and your entire family!
Thank you help partners—You Matter!

Sherry, eighteen years old and ten weeks pregnant
came, under great turmoil, in to HELP Pregnancy Center
unsure of whether she should keep her baby or abort. Her
parents were pushing Sherry to abort as it would ruin the
plans they had laid out for her. We invited her in for an
ultrasound and she agreed. Mom was disappointed when
Sherry agreed and they both labored under the heavy
burden up the stairs where the ultrasound would take
place. They both stayed together (mother & daughter) in
an awkward alliance as they waited for the invitation to
come in. Nervous and anxious the duo waited as the
sonographer place the transducer on Sherry’s abdomen
and started to hone in on the precious “Child”. Instantly,
both mother and daughter began to weep uncontrollably
and just as instantly the decision was made. Sherry was
keeping her baby, and Grandma was never so thrilled with
her decision. The spiritual road of healing began that day
as God showed that He alone was the creator of life and
that man may make their plans, but God alone orders our
steps. Continue to pray for all our clients, past, present
and future as the healing that begins one day with one
decision, can and
indeed does impact
generations to
come.

Fill up a virtual bottle at www.monroehelp.com
and click the baby bottle tab or Text "Give" to
704-997-3883

It is my pleasure to join the staff of HELP
Pregnancy Center as the Development
Coordinator . I am amazed at the work being
done here at the center and am so encouraged
and taken aback by the incredible support and
response from the community. So many,
including the church, partners and the local
businesses support our mission faithfully. Over
the past several months I have been witness to
the kindness and generosity of all those who
have built into this ministry . My heart overflows
with thanksgiving as we fight for every life, whether the unborn or the
unborn again. It is obvious that the importance of every life lives
within your hearts. I hope to keep you informed as to the work that
goes on within these walls and encouraged as it continues a glorious
testimony unto our God in the years ahead. Please pray with us to
remain centered on the Lord’s wisdom, courage and provision as we
continue to build the life changing foundations to help alter the
perspective on an unexpected pregnancy from one of ruin to one of
wonder, joy and blessing.
In His Service—Marcia McNeil
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CLIENT SERVICES COORDINATOR

* Please add your church name to the notes virtually.

Works closely with training
volunteers and support services for
clients. Office Suite, phone skills
and a heart to serve are needed.

Dutchland
Transport, Charlotte Pipe &
Foundry , Sunrise Fence, Knights of Columbus 10852, Good Steward
Ministries , Spivey Insurance Group, YardLine Striping & Turf Solutions
LLC, Newton Custom Homes, David & Tammy Boyce, Helms Heating & Air,
Union Power Cooperative, Hughes Supply, Three Strands Trucking, LLC,.
Golf Tournament Recap to follow next edition.

Zeta Amicae

SHILOH BAPTIST
Mommy Baskets

SILER PRESBYTERIAN & RESURRECTION CHURCH
LEE PARK CHURCH

In anticipation of an amazing
event we cordially open the
opportunity for 2022

Event Sponsors
Table Hosts
Star Sponsors
Please begin to pray how God
would use you this year in
2022 to make an eternal
impact on His most precious
gifts.
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